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WEBSITE
We are going to have a big year virtually as well as actually. The
OGs have missed a serious online presence in recent times and
this is about to be remedied. With a supporter base spread far and
wide and a community that is increasingly techno-reliant for most
correspondence, we’ve invested heavily in our web presence. The
new website will feature:
• Daily and weekly updates, scores, fixtures, photos, Club history,
honour boards, voting, links to the schools, sponsors, payment
systems and much more.

SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS
• We are also launching thebloggery.com.au, a dedicated blog for
the OGs. A blog provides commentary, descriptions of events, or
other material such as graphics or video for an online community.
Those familiar with bigfooty.com.au will know what we mean.
For a taste of the look and feel of the website here are some
screen grabs to whet the appetite. For a live viewing log onto
www.oldgeelong.com.au

The OGFC is thrilled to have the support of returning and new
sponsors in 2009. We rely upon their contribution to ensure the
ongoing viability and success of Old Geelong. With running costs in
excess of $100,000 per annum, the role and support of our sponsors
is critical.
Please support our sponsors as they support us. Read below for the
businesses and individuals and use them when you can.
Bennison Mackinnon Real Estate continues as a major sponsor
of the Club – ably represented by Andrew McCann (0141 643 744),
Richard Mackinnon (0414 822 579) and Iain Carmichael (0418 850
988). All have played with the OGs and will provide any member of
the OG Community with quality service and a commission reduction.
Just let them know you are an OG Member.
The Swan Hotel and The Kingston also return as major sponsors
for 2009. The Kingston’s $12 Wednesday steak night is unrivalled for
quality and value. Both venues pour crisp beverages with exemplary
service. We are proud to have The Swan and The Kingston on board
and appreciate their support, through their owners John de Fraga,
Michael ‘Tekka’ Verge and their manager Steve Burge.

Historic Photo CompetitioN

www.oldgeelong.com.au

Silvers is back! ACE Melbourne, owners of the venue formerly know
as Silvers (currently Toorak Lion) are on board as a Major sponsor
in 2009. They have big plans for 2009, moving back to a format that
brings back the spirit of Silvers. We look forward to being part of their
revival. We welcome and thank Matt Spry and the staff of ACE for
their support this year.
The Rex Gorell Group returns as a sponsor. Paul, Brett and Jason
Gorell head up the stable of car dealerships and are always incredibly
helpful and provide exceptional advice, deals and car finance to OG
members. If you’re in the market for a car, make sure you give Gorell’s
a call and let them know it’s an OGs deal. Phone 03 5222 3888.
The Oxford Lounge is an exclusive netball sponsor in 2009.
The newly opened venue in Chapel Street (above Chapellis) is a
sophisticated lounge serving high quality cocktails and drinks. The
emu-skin banquet seating suggests the lavish nature of the venue.
We appreciate the support of Rob Greenhill and all the staff. If you
are looking for a function venue give him a call on 0425 749 421.
Steve Hope-Johnstone and Galframe of Geelong have been superb
contributors to the OGs. We look forward to their continued support in
2009. For framing needs, whether they be industrial, commercial or
residential visit www.galframe.com.au

The Windsor Community Bank is a new sponsor for the OGs in
2009. They are a community partner that we are thrilled to have them
onboard. The OGs receive a contribution for any referrals through
the OG network. If you need Housing loans, Personal Loans, Term
Deposits, Equipment Leases or Credit Card help then please call
Julian Kennedy on 9510 9311.
We also have a fantastic stable of product sponsors who provide
substantial donations of product or time and contribute through this
way many thousands of dollars.

The best photo provided will win a case of ‘Angus the Bull’ wine!

commitment and drive from the current playing group and the equally
important support from past players, parents, friends and family of the
football Club. If the pre-season is of any indication we are certainly
in for an exciting 2009 down at Como Park and we really hope to see
you all down there at some stage throughout the season.

Hamish MacGowan of Angus the Bull continues to generously donate
his famous Angus the Bull Cabernet Sauvignon and the newly released
See Saw Sauvignon Blanc which we all enjoy at the Club and gives us
a very healthy financial return. Visit www.angusthebull.com
LM Advertising are dedicated property advertising specialists. They
have provided wonderful support already in 2009, assisting with the
design of the website, merchandise, this newsletter and our fixture
card. If you require any help or advice on property advertising, then
call Stuart Craigen or Lauren Mai on 03 9207 8800.
Emma Welsh, through Emma and Tom’s, provides and hydrates our
players with their healthy and tasty range of juices. Thank you!
Chris Mollard and Mollard Projects have provided the OGs with
some great pre-season training tops and cutting edge merchandise.
If you need some renovations or some sound advice on domestic remastering, then call Chris on 0438 771 019.
Suite Deals have again provided great support for our pre-season
training gear. Suite Deals specialise in ex-display suite furniture. With
millions of dollars worth of stock to be cleared at any one time, Suite
Deals offers amazing savings of up to 70% of retail price on barely
used, high quality furniture and OGs get a discount.
We would also like to thank Ben Dunn for his outstanding personal
financial contribution to the club for 2009. Ben is a former coach of
the Reserves and his support is greatly appreciated.
If you would like to become a sponsor or make a contribution,
then please call Mark Vickers-Willis on 0422 980 200. Go OGs!

In preparation for our event in August we are gathering historical
artefacts and photos spanning the 50 years the OGS have been
playing at Como. Many of these images already appear on the new
website under the gallery section. See if you can spot yourself!

NEW FACES
There has been a great retention of players from previous years, but
it has been terrific to see many new faces that are eager to play in the
blue-and-white hoops in 2009.
Whilst the list is not exhaustive, we want to welcome the following
players to the Old Geelong Football Club – Andrew Banks,
Tom Betts (returning from overseas), Simon Brown, Hamish
Burgess, Tim Carey (returning), Will Carter, Marcus Chernov,
Tristan Coles, Brent Commane, Rob Costin, Henry Cox
(returning), Joel Deppeler, Brad Dettman, Will Dungey, Darcy
UNDER 19’S
The Under 19’s are shaping up for an exciting year under new coach
Tim Hope-Johnstone (with support from Nick Betts for the first half
of the season). Tim has played a lot of senior football at OGs and has
also tasted premiership success with our Reserves side in 2007.
The Club was delighted by his keenness to take on the role and we
congratulate him on the appointment and wish him all the best for
the year ahead. Following on from the success of 2008, we have
once again entered into a partnership with Uni Blacks Football Club’s
Under 19’s side, whereby they will be providing us with top-up players
on a weekly basis.

CONFIRM CONTACT DETAILS
Over the off-season we have put significant work into updating our
database. Many contact details appear to have been out of date, so
if you haven’t sent an email to James.Legoe@ubs.com with your

The 2009 VAFA season commenced on the 18th April. Whilst last
year’s Grand Final only seems like yesterday, a new year at the
Old Geelong Football Club brings a new challenge (C Section), a
new President, a new Coach and many new recruits (see below).
However, the one thing that does remain is an overwhelming level of

We thank Michael Gretton-Watson of Ingrams and Co and his staff
for the countless hours of accounting and financial control of the OGs
affairs. Gretto and his team are the jumper sponsors for the OGs again
in 2009 and we couldn’t be more proud to be wearing their brand.

DO YOU HAVE A GREAT OGS PHOTO?

We would like to add more shots to this section and add to our historical
archives. If you have any great shots, then please send them through
to mvickerswillis@gmail.com or Peter@peregrineadventures.com
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current email address, postal address and phone number, please
do so ASAP.

Thanks to Steve Hope-Johnstone for providing the photo’s contained within this edition of the OGF&NC Newsletter.

LMA0348

There are a lot of new faces in the squad, and it has been especially
pleasing to welcome so many recent GGS leavers including Willie
Bleakley, Nick McBride, Gus McDonald, Nick O’Hare, Rob Officer,
John Forster, Sam Studd and Dom Wilton, who will strengthen the
team considerably. The importance of this side to the Club as a whole
cannot be underestimated, and it has been great to see some of last
year’s Under 19 side graduate to the senior squad for 2009.

Ellis, Tom Ellis, John Forbes, John Forster, Jack Hughes, David
Krones, Gus MacDonald, Nick Macrae, Nick McBride, Hugh
McDonald, Peter Morphett, Matt (AJ) Morris, Andrew Nadinic,
Scott Niewand, Caleb Nontapan, Colby O’Brien (returning), Ted
O’Connor, Rob Officer, Nick O’Hare, Simon O’Keefe, William
Pausewang, Al Price, George Rolleston, Nick Roper, Jarrod
Rouhan, Ben Skelton, Tim Steven, Eddie Stevens, Sam Studd,
Campbell Sutherland, Nathan Templeton, Richard Ventura,
Andy Walsh, Tom Waters (returning), Kynan West, Michael Wilkin
and Dom Wilton.
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PRACTICE MATCH #1 – vs MIGHTY MITTA MOUNTAIN MEN @ MITTA VALLEY
Our first real hit-out over the preseason was a game up in the
Mitta Valley – where the farm of
Arch Paton’s family is located.
After four hours in the car and
with the mercury at 33 and rising,
we were all pleased to see the
oasis oval of green nestled in
the beautiful Goulburn Valley.
However, the thought of battling out a game of footy in that heat did
seem a bit daunting, let alone against an opposition known as the
Mighty Mitta Mountain Men....don’t worry though our new coach Nick
has the OGs determined to play a physical brand of footy in ‘09!
The mixture of Under 19’s, Reserves and Clubbies playing in the
early game came up against a very fit and well drilled side in the
Wodonga Rovers. With plenty of fresh faces in the hoops (both young
and sprightly, and older and wiser), it was great to see the ball being
shared around, showing glimpses of quick movement into the forward
line. Unfortunately in the second half Wodonga had too much run and
polish for us, with it showing on the scoreboard. It was evident they’d
been training four times a week since Christmas!

By the time the later game started, the boys were keen to turn things
around and set the tone early. Within the first minute that box was
ticked. Except for a lapse in the second quarter the attack and run
continued all day. Most pleasing to see was that despite the frustrations
and limitations of training on the Como North dust bowl (as opposed
to Como Proper) all summer, Nick’s game plan is certainly well drilled
into all who don the hoops and when executed will be hard to beat.

The other 4 teams are OGs Navy (Captain Annie Legoe), OGs Blue
(Captain Liss Harvey), OGs Orange (Captain Catherine Ross), and
OGs Red (Captain Lucy Oman). Whilst success has been limited
thus far this season, it is only early days and the girls have been
known to improve as the season progresses. We wish them all good
luck this year, and hope to get as many teams in the finals as we did
last year!

Despite the Oggery coming out well on top, the Mitta United Football
Club certainly looked after us post-match with a roast dinner and
freshly chilled brew. Not only this, but even after kicking on into the
wee hours they were on the BBQ cooking us all bacon and eggs first
thing Sunday. Many needed this sustenance due to the extra goal
kicking practice and sprint work early Sunday morning!

For those of you who are interested in supporting the girls, their
games are being played at Orrong Romanis Recreation Centre
(Prahran) and at Wesley College on Wednesday and Thursday
nights respectively – any supporters would be greatly appreciated!

Thanks very much to Jimmy Legoe, Simon O’Brien and the Paton
family for organising such a fantastic weekend away. Thanks also
to everyone that made the trek up there, including some dedicated
supporters. It was a great start to the year both on and off the field,
and will really help to set us up for our assault on C Section in 2009.

• Round 4 match against Melbourne High School Old Boys
(Saturday the 9th of May), and
The early match saw the younger generation battle it out on the main
oval with a handful of current GGS students also donning the blue
& white hoops. A comfortable win to the Unders’ boys should give
them a lot of confidence heading into Round 1. The next game was
very well attended by the players with a bench of no less than 15
involved. This proved very handy given the heat on the day and gave
the coaching staff plenty of opportunity to see all in action. In the
main game, the Seniors showed that we certainly have the potential
to be very competitive in C Section this year (a grade from which
Whitefriars were relegated from in 2008). Whilst we were far from
playing our best football on the day, it was good to come away with a
win to further boost the confidence of the playing group.
It was a fantastic day for the Club as a whole, with the Netball girls
battling it out against a current school team in the newly built Handbury
Centre and an Old Boys cricket side also challenging the current
students on the Chapel Oval. The day provided the OGFC with great
exposure to one of its two feeder schools, and served to strengthen
the relationship between the two organisations. Many thanks to Dave
Oman and Katie Rafferty for making the day possible.

Ok, enough of the politics, down to football matters. The playing group
has had solid summer and pre-season phases with good numbers
on the track. My philosophy is a simple one and will result in you

• Round 14 game against Beaumaris (Saturday the 25th of July)
Both events will include quality guest speakers and the usual high
end food and beverages associated with Pivot Club lunches, thanks
to Herds Meats and Angus the Bull wines. The first event will see a
return of the 2008 Player Calcutta with three games and a previous
season’s form under the belt for the punters. We look forward to
seeing many of the Pivot Club members and associates at this year’s
lunches as we support the OGFC through C Grade and beyond.
To date, we have 31 Pivot Club Members and 5 social sponsors (still
short on last year’s total of 43 members) for whom the Club is very
grateful for their support. There are many others that have donated to
the club this year that we are also thankful for their financial support.
Over the next two years we aim to get a member base of over 100 as
the Club marches onwards and upwards.
Pivot Club Memberships are currently available by returning the
enclosed membership form or contacting the Pivot Club President:
Lachie Stevens (lachie@lachstocktrading.com or 0419 305 519).
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seeing an OGs outfit this season that is well drilled, disciplined and
committed to taking this Club to the next level.
The practice match phase has evidenced the early stages of this plan
and whilst there is still plenty of work to be done, I am pleased with
the direction in which we are heading as a Club. I welcome all the
new recruits to the Club and encourage these guys as well as the
existing group, including those still to commit to the Club this season,
to get on and stay on board for what should be a thrilling ride this year
and for years to come. See you Round 1 at Beaumaris.

Once again the OGs need your support. We are fielding four teams this
year which is a fantastic effort. It is also however a large commitment
and the Club requires 24 people each week to run the four games - in
effect a 5th OGFC team.

Steps to help out this year:

Not only is the Club now embarking upon the stirring challenge that
is VAFA C Section, but with it comes another season of Club Como
events and Old Geelong social functions.
The social side of the OGs is well known throughout the VAFA, for
good reason with events such as Miss OGs (which can make or
break a player’s reputation), the Ladies Lunch (attracting over 100
guests last year and is looking to build on that again), and the OGs
Ball (riding high off the back of a hugely successful event last year,
we are hoping to turn the event into something that reaches far and
beyond the OGs faithful in 2009).
With pre-season training attracting numbers of 50+ per session, the
Social Committee knows their work is going to be cut out for them
to provide enjoyable events. With work already under way this can
be assured with all events set to be boosted in crowd numbers and
participants.

In the corresponding newsletter last year, the Committee asked
supporters of the OGs to volunteer to assist on game day - we did not
receive a single response. Hence we are asking for your help again.
We need volunteers, we need people to get involved, we need
support, we need YOU!

Old Geelong Football & Netball Club Major Fundraiser

Why: 	To celebrate 50 years at Como Park and building toward
the next 50 years
Zinc, Federation Square, Melbourne

2] Look across the next 20 weeks				

Date:

Saturday August 15, 2009

3] Locate a free Saturday (they do exist!)		

On Saturday August 15, 2009, the Old Geelong Community will be
convening at Zinc (in Federation Square) to participate in a historymaking evening. Coinciding with the OGs 50th season at Como Park,
this event will be the largest fundraising activity to be held in the last
20 years. It will also be the forum at which several key announcements
regarding the Club’s future will be made.

4] Find 4 hours (this is 0.12% of all hours across the 20 weeks)
5] Paint / Format / Colour these four hours with Blue & White!
6] Contact Hamish McInnes (0438 503 936) to let him know

In order to arrange your social calendar for the season ahead please
note below the following social functions and designated dates:
Date

Event

Apr 25

Club Como season launch!

May 10

OGs Mixed Netball Day

May 16

Ladies Lunch/Miss OGS

June 20

Trivia Night

July 18

2009 OGS Ball

Sep 18

Club Presentation Night

SAVE THE DATE

Location:

1] Open your 2009 Pocket Diary, Blackberry or Kitchen Calendar

In an attempt to bring the Footballers and Netballers closer this year,
we have organised a fun day where the boys will take on the girls
on the Netball court. We have set aside Sunday the 10th May for
the event with the venue being the Richmond Recreational Centre
(games starting at 11am). More details will follow closer to this date,
but it should provide a great deal of entertainment.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Event:
MATCH-DAY SUPPORT

WORD FROM THE COACH (Nick MITCHELL)
Firstly, I would like to thank everyone at Old Geelong that I have been
in contact with thus far in my short tenure. You have all been very
welcoming and extremely professional and I am pleased to report that
I have already fallen in love with the OGs. I think this is an extremely
important point. Just as we want our players to play for the love of the
jumper, I think it is just as important to have a coach or coaching staff
that are coaching for the right reasons.

The 2009 Netball season began on the 4th March with the Club
entering five teams (as per last year). One of these teams is being
made up of new players (whom we are always welcoming) in Edwina
Hawkins, Bec Cameron, Georgie Philip, Jaqui McKendrick, Caroline
Gough, Arabella Anderson, Eliza Browne, Sarah Henderson, Lucy
Faulkner and Alexia Jordon.

PIVOT CLUB
The Pivot Club will be holding two lunch events at Como Park in 2009:

PRACTICE MATCH #2 – vs WHITEFRIARS @ GGS

Sunday 29th March saw the Club host a practice match at Geelong
Grammar School against Whitefriars Old Collegians. The weather
was fantastic and the surrounds of GGS were a perfect setting given
the conditions. We fielded three sides (Under 19’s, Reserves/Clubbies
mixed and a Senior outfit) and plenty of positive signs emerged as
the day progressed.

NETBALL

The night will feature important presentations to recognise special
achievements from people which have been so influential in building
the Club to take it to where it is today. The Old Geelong Committee
urges supporters, family and friends to save this date to be a part of
this once off occasion which represents a major turning point in Old
Geelong history.
Details of the event will be circulated in the next few weeks,
but for further information, please email Matthew Goldsworthy
(MatthewG@overland.com.au).
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thus far this season, it is only early days and the girls have been
known to improve as the season progresses. We wish them all good
luck this year, and hope to get as many teams in the finals as we did
last year!
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freshly chilled brew. Not only this, but even after kicking on into the
wee hours they were on the BBQ cooking us all bacon and eggs first
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(Prahran) and at Wesley College on Wednesday and Thursday
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supporters. It was a great start to the year both on and off the field,
and will really help to set us up for our assault on C Section in 2009.

• Round 4 match against Melbourne High School Old Boys
(Saturday the 9th of May), and
The early match saw the younger generation battle it out on the main
oval with a handful of current GGS students also donning the blue
& white hoops. A comfortable win to the Unders’ boys should give
them a lot of confidence heading into Round 1. The next game was
very well attended by the players with a bench of no less than 15
involved. This proved very handy given the heat on the day and gave
the coaching staff plenty of opportunity to see all in action. In the
main game, the Seniors showed that we certainly have the potential
to be very competitive in C Section this year (a grade from which
Whitefriars were relegated from in 2008). Whilst we were far from
playing our best football on the day, it was good to come away with a
win to further boost the confidence of the playing group.
It was a fantastic day for the Club as a whole, with the Netball girls
battling it out against a current school team in the newly built Handbury
Centre and an Old Boys cricket side also challenging the current
students on the Chapel Oval. The day provided the OGFC with great
exposure to one of its two feeder schools, and served to strengthen
the relationship between the two organisations. Many thanks to Dave
Oman and Katie Rafferty for making the day possible.

Ok, enough of the politics, down to football matters. The playing group
has had solid summer and pre-season phases with good numbers
on the track. My philosophy is a simple one and will result in you

• Round 14 game against Beaumaris (Saturday the 25th of July)
Both events will include quality guest speakers and the usual high
end food and beverages associated with Pivot Club lunches, thanks
to Herds Meats and Angus the Bull wines. The first event will see a
return of the 2008 Player Calcutta with three games and a previous
season’s form under the belt for the punters. We look forward to
seeing many of the Pivot Club members and associates at this year’s
lunches as we support the OGFC through C Grade and beyond.
To date, we have 31 Pivot Club Members and 5 social sponsors (still
short on last year’s total of 43 members) for whom the Club is very
grateful for their support. There are many others that have donated to
the club this year that we are also thankful for their financial support.
Over the next two years we aim to get a member base of over 100 as
the Club marches onwards and upwards.
Pivot Club Memberships are currently available by returning the
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and whilst there is still plenty of work to be done, I am pleased with
the direction in which we are heading as a Club. I welcome all the
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In an attempt to bring the Footballers and Netballers closer this year,
we have organised a fun day where the boys will take on the girls
on the Netball court. We have set aside Sunday the 10th May for
the event with the venue being the Richmond Recreational Centre
(games starting at 11am). More details will follow closer to this date,
but it should provide a great deal of entertainment.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Event:
MATCH-DAY SUPPORT

WORD FROM THE COACH (Nick MITCHELL)
Firstly, I would like to thank everyone at Old Geelong that I have been
in contact with thus far in my short tenure. You have all been very
welcoming and extremely professional and I am pleased to report that
I have already fallen in love with the OGs. I think this is an extremely
important point. Just as we want our players to play for the love of the
jumper, I think it is just as important to have a coach or coaching staff
that are coaching for the right reasons.

The 2009 Netball season began on the 4th March with the Club
entering five teams (as per last year). One of these teams is being
made up of new players (whom we are always welcoming) in Edwina
Hawkins, Bec Cameron, Georgie Philip, Jaqui McKendrick, Caroline
Gough, Arabella Anderson, Eliza Browne, Sarah Henderson, Lucy
Faulkner and Alexia Jordon.

PIVOT CLUB
The Pivot Club will be holding two lunch events at Como Park in 2009:

PRACTICE MATCH #2 – vs WHITEFRIARS @ GGS

Sunday 29th March saw the Club host a practice match at Geelong
Grammar School against Whitefriars Old Collegians. The weather
was fantastic and the surrounds of GGS were a perfect setting given
the conditions. We fielded three sides (Under 19’s, Reserves/Clubbies
mixed and a Senior outfit) and plenty of positive signs emerged as
the day progressed.

NETBALL

The night will feature important presentations to recognise special
achievements from people which have been so influential in building
the Club to take it to where it is today. The Old Geelong Committee
urges supporters, family and friends to save this date to be a part of
this once off occasion which represents a major turning point in Old
Geelong history.
Details of the event will be circulated in the next few weeks,
but for further information, please email Matthew Goldsworthy
(MatthewG@overland.com.au).
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PRACTICE MATCH #1 – vs MIGHTY MITTA MOUNTAIN MEN @ MITTA VALLEY
Our first real hit-out over the preseason was a game up in the
Mitta Valley – where the farm of
Arch Paton’s family is located.
After four hours in the car and
with the mercury at 33 and rising,
we were all pleased to see the
oasis oval of green nestled in
the beautiful Goulburn Valley.
However, the thought of battling out a game of footy in that heat did
seem a bit daunting, let alone against an opposition known as the
Mighty Mitta Mountain Men....don’t worry though our new coach Nick
has the OGs determined to play a physical brand of footy in ‘09!
The mixture of Under 19’s, Reserves and Clubbies playing in the
early game came up against a very fit and well drilled side in the
Wodonga Rovers. With plenty of fresh faces in the hoops (both young
and sprightly, and older and wiser), it was great to see the ball being
shared around, showing glimpses of quick movement into the forward
line. Unfortunately in the second half Wodonga had too much run and
polish for us, with it showing on the scoreboard. It was evident they’d
been training four times a week since Christmas!

By the time the later game started, the boys were keen to turn things
around and set the tone early. Within the first minute that box was
ticked. Except for a lapse in the second quarter the attack and run
continued all day. Most pleasing to see was that despite the frustrations
and limitations of training on the Como North dust bowl (as opposed
to Como Proper) all summer, Nick’s game plan is certainly well drilled
into all who don the hoops and when executed will be hard to beat.

The other 4 teams are OGs Navy (Captain Annie Legoe), OGs Blue
(Captain Liss Harvey), OGs Orange (Captain Catherine Ross), and
OGs Red (Captain Lucy Oman). Whilst success has been limited
thus far this season, it is only early days and the girls have been
known to improve as the season progresses. We wish them all good
luck this year, and hope to get as many teams in the finals as we did
last year!

Despite the Oggery coming out well on top, the Mitta United Football
Club certainly looked after us post-match with a roast dinner and
freshly chilled brew. Not only this, but even after kicking on into the
wee hours they were on the BBQ cooking us all bacon and eggs first
thing Sunday. Many needed this sustenance due to the extra goal
kicking practice and sprint work early Sunday morning!

For those of you who are interested in supporting the girls, their
games are being played at Orrong Romanis Recreation Centre
(Prahran) and at Wesley College on Wednesday and Thursday
nights respectively – any supporters would be greatly appreciated!

Thanks very much to Jimmy Legoe, Simon O’Brien and the Paton
family for organising such a fantastic weekend away. Thanks also
to everyone that made the trek up there, including some dedicated
supporters. It was a great start to the year both on and off the field,
and will really help to set us up for our assault on C Section in 2009.

• Round 4 match against Melbourne High School Old Boys
(Saturday the 9th of May), and
The early match saw the younger generation battle it out on the main
oval with a handful of current GGS students also donning the blue
& white hoops. A comfortable win to the Unders’ boys should give
them a lot of confidence heading into Round 1. The next game was
very well attended by the players with a bench of no less than 15
involved. This proved very handy given the heat on the day and gave
the coaching staff plenty of opportunity to see all in action. In the
main game, the Seniors showed that we certainly have the potential
to be very competitive in C Section this year (a grade from which
Whitefriars were relegated from in 2008). Whilst we were far from
playing our best football on the day, it was good to come away with a
win to further boost the confidence of the playing group.
It was a fantastic day for the Club as a whole, with the Netball girls
battling it out against a current school team in the newly built Handbury
Centre and an Old Boys cricket side also challenging the current
students on the Chapel Oval. The day provided the OGFC with great
exposure to one of its two feeder schools, and served to strengthen
the relationship between the two organisations. Many thanks to Dave
Oman and Katie Rafferty for making the day possible.

Ok, enough of the politics, down to football matters. The playing group
has had solid summer and pre-season phases with good numbers
on the track. My philosophy is a simple one and will result in you

• Round 14 game against Beaumaris (Saturday the 25th of July)
Both events will include quality guest speakers and the usual high
end food and beverages associated with Pivot Club lunches, thanks
to Herds Meats and Angus the Bull wines. The first event will see a
return of the 2008 Player Calcutta with three games and a previous
season’s form under the belt for the punters. We look forward to
seeing many of the Pivot Club members and associates at this year’s
lunches as we support the OGFC through C Grade and beyond.
To date, we have 31 Pivot Club Members and 5 social sponsors (still
short on last year’s total of 43 members) for whom the Club is very
grateful for their support. There are many others that have donated to
the club this year that we are also thankful for their financial support.
Over the next two years we aim to get a member base of over 100 as
the Club marches onwards and upwards.
Pivot Club Memberships are currently available by returning the
enclosed membership form or contacting the Pivot Club President:
Lachie Stevens (lachie@lachstocktrading.com or 0419 305 519).
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seeing an OGs outfit this season that is well drilled, disciplined and
committed to taking this Club to the next level.
The practice match phase has evidenced the early stages of this plan
and whilst there is still plenty of work to be done, I am pleased with
the direction in which we are heading as a Club. I welcome all the
new recruits to the Club and encourage these guys as well as the
existing group, including those still to commit to the Club this season,
to get on and stay on board for what should be a thrilling ride this year
and for years to come. See you Round 1 at Beaumaris.

Once again the OGs need your support. We are fielding four teams this
year which is a fantastic effort. It is also however a large commitment
and the Club requires 24 people each week to run the four games - in
effect a 5th OGFC team.

Steps to help out this year:

Not only is the Club now embarking upon the stirring challenge that
is VAFA C Section, but with it comes another season of Club Como
events and Old Geelong social functions.
The social side of the OGs is well known throughout the VAFA, for
good reason with events such as Miss OGs (which can make or
break a player’s reputation), the Ladies Lunch (attracting over 100
guests last year and is looking to build on that again), and the OGs
Ball (riding high off the back of a hugely successful event last year,
we are hoping to turn the event into something that reaches far and
beyond the OGs faithful in 2009).
With pre-season training attracting numbers of 50+ per session, the
Social Committee knows their work is going to be cut out for them
to provide enjoyable events. With work already under way this can
be assured with all events set to be boosted in crowd numbers and
participants.

In the corresponding newsletter last year, the Committee asked
supporters of the OGs to volunteer to assist on game day - we did not
receive a single response. Hence we are asking for your help again.
We need volunteers, we need people to get involved, we need
support, we need YOU!

Old Geelong Football & Netball Club Major Fundraiser

Why: 	To celebrate 50 years at Como Park and building toward
the next 50 years
Zinc, Federation Square, Melbourne

2] Look across the next 20 weeks				

Date:

Saturday August 15, 2009

3] Locate a free Saturday (they do exist!)		

On Saturday August 15, 2009, the Old Geelong Community will be
convening at Zinc (in Federation Square) to participate in a historymaking evening. Coinciding with the OGs 50th season at Como Park,
this event will be the largest fundraising activity to be held in the last
20 years. It will also be the forum at which several key announcements
regarding the Club’s future will be made.

4] Find 4 hours (this is 0.12% of all hours across the 20 weeks)
5] Paint / Format / Colour these four hours with Blue & White!
6] Contact Hamish McInnes (0438 503 936) to let him know

In order to arrange your social calendar for the season ahead please
note below the following social functions and designated dates:
Date

Event

Apr 25

Club Como season launch!

May 10

OGs Mixed Netball Day

May 16

Ladies Lunch/Miss OGS

June 20

Trivia Night

July 18

2009 OGS Ball

Sep 18

Club Presentation Night

SAVE THE DATE

Location:

1] Open your 2009 Pocket Diary, Blackberry or Kitchen Calendar

In an attempt to bring the Footballers and Netballers closer this year,
we have organised a fun day where the boys will take on the girls
on the Netball court. We have set aside Sunday the 10th May for
the event with the venue being the Richmond Recreational Centre
(games starting at 11am). More details will follow closer to this date,
but it should provide a great deal of entertainment.

SOCIAL SUPPORT

Event:
MATCH-DAY SUPPORT

WORD FROM THE COACH (Nick MITCHELL)
Firstly, I would like to thank everyone at Old Geelong that I have been
in contact with thus far in my short tenure. You have all been very
welcoming and extremely professional and I am pleased to report that
I have already fallen in love with the OGs. I think this is an extremely
important point. Just as we want our players to play for the love of the
jumper, I think it is just as important to have a coach or coaching staff
that are coaching for the right reasons.

The 2009 Netball season began on the 4th March with the Club
entering five teams (as per last year). One of these teams is being
made up of new players (whom we are always welcoming) in Edwina
Hawkins, Bec Cameron, Georgie Philip, Jaqui McKendrick, Caroline
Gough, Arabella Anderson, Eliza Browne, Sarah Henderson, Lucy
Faulkner and Alexia Jordon.

PIVOT CLUB
The Pivot Club will be holding two lunch events at Como Park in 2009:

PRACTICE MATCH #2 – vs WHITEFRIARS @ GGS

Sunday 29th March saw the Club host a practice match at Geelong
Grammar School against Whitefriars Old Collegians. The weather
was fantastic and the surrounds of GGS were a perfect setting given
the conditions. We fielded three sides (Under 19’s, Reserves/Clubbies
mixed and a Senior outfit) and plenty of positive signs emerged as
the day progressed.

NETBALL

The night will feature important presentations to recognise special
achievements from people which have been so influential in building
the Club to take it to where it is today. The Old Geelong Committee
urges supporters, family and friends to save this date to be a part of
this once off occasion which represents a major turning point in Old
Geelong history.
Details of the event will be circulated in the next few weeks,
but for further information, please email Matthew Goldsworthy
(MatthewG@overland.com.au).
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WEBSITE
We are going to have a big year virtually as well as actually. The
OGs have missed a serious online presence in recent times and
this is about to be remedied. With a supporter base spread far and
wide and a community that is increasingly techno-reliant for most
correspondence, we’ve invested heavily in our web presence. The
new website will feature:
• Daily and weekly updates, scores, fixtures, photos, Club history,
honour boards, voting, links to the schools, sponsors, payment
systems and much more.

SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS
• We are also launching thebloggery.com.au, a dedicated blog for
the OGs. A blog provides commentary, descriptions of events, or
other material such as graphics or video for an online community.
Those familiar with bigfooty.com.au will know what we mean.
For a taste of the look and feel of the website here are some
screen grabs to whet the appetite. For a live viewing log onto
www.oldgeelong.com.au

The OGFC is thrilled to have the support of returning and new
sponsors in 2009. We rely upon their contribution to ensure the
ongoing viability and success of Old Geelong. With running costs in
excess of $100,000 per annum, the role and support of our sponsors
is critical.
Please support our sponsors as they support us. Read below for the
businesses and individuals and use them when you can.
Bennison Mackinnon Real Estate continues as a major sponsor
of the Club – ably represented by Andrew McCann (0141 643 744),
Richard Mackinnon (0414 822 579) and Iain Carmichael (0418 850
988). All have played with the OGs and will provide any member of
the OG Community with quality service and a commission reduction.
Just let them know you are an OG Member.
The Swan Hotel and The Kingston also return as major sponsors
for 2009. The Kingston’s $12 Wednesday steak night is unrivalled for
quality and value. Both venues pour crisp beverages with exemplary
service. We are proud to have The Swan and The Kingston on board
and appreciate their support, through their owners John de Fraga,
Michael ‘Tekka’ Verge and their manager Steve Burge.

Historic Photo CompetitioN

www.oldgeelong.com.au

Silvers is back! ACE Melbourne, owners of the venue formerly know
as Silvers (currently Toorak Lion) are on board as a Major sponsor
in 2009. They have big plans for 2009, moving back to a format that
brings back the spirit of Silvers. We look forward to being part of their
revival. We welcome and thank Matt Spry and the staff of ACE for
their support this year.
The Rex Gorell Group returns as a sponsor. Paul, Brett and Jason
Gorell head up the stable of car dealerships and are always incredibly
helpful and provide exceptional advice, deals and car finance to OG
members. If you’re in the market for a car, make sure you give Gorell’s
a call and let them know it’s an OGs deal. Phone 03 5222 3888.
The Oxford Lounge is an exclusive netball sponsor in 2009.
The newly opened venue in Chapel Street (above Chapellis) is a
sophisticated lounge serving high quality cocktails and drinks. The
emu-skin banquet seating suggests the lavish nature of the venue.
We appreciate the support of Rob Greenhill and all the staff. If you
are looking for a function venue give him a call on 0425 749 421.
Steve Hope-Johnstone and Galframe of Geelong have been superb
contributors to the OGs. We look forward to their continued support in
2009. For framing needs, whether they be industrial, commercial or
residential visit www.galframe.com.au

The Windsor Community Bank is a new sponsor for the OGs in
2009. They are a community partner that we are thrilled to have them
onboard. The OGs receive a contribution for any referrals through
the OG network. If you need Housing loans, Personal Loans, Term
Deposits, Equipment Leases or Credit Card help then please call
Julian Kennedy on 9510 9311.
We also have a fantastic stable of product sponsors who provide
substantial donations of product or time and contribute through this
way many thousands of dollars.

The best photo provided will win a case of ‘Angus the Bull’ wine!

commitment and drive from the current playing group and the equally
important support from past players, parents, friends and family of the
football Club. If the pre-season is of any indication we are certainly
in for an exciting 2009 down at Como Park and we really hope to see
you all down there at some stage throughout the season.

Hamish MacGowan of Angus the Bull continues to generously donate
his famous Angus the Bull Cabernet Sauvignon and the newly released
See Saw Sauvignon Blanc which we all enjoy at the Club and gives us
a very healthy financial return. Visit www.angusthebull.com
LM Advertising are dedicated property advertising specialists. They
have provided wonderful support already in 2009, assisting with the
design of the website, merchandise, this newsletter and our fixture
card. If you require any help or advice on property advertising, then
call Stuart Craigen or Lauren Mai on 03 9207 8800.
Emma Welsh, through Emma and Tom’s, provides and hydrates our
players with their healthy and tasty range of juices. Thank you!
Chris Mollard and Mollard Projects have provided the OGs with
some great pre-season training tops and cutting edge merchandise.
If you need some renovations or some sound advice on domestic remastering, then call Chris on 0438 771 019.
Suite Deals have again provided great support for our pre-season
training gear. Suite Deals specialise in ex-display suite furniture. With
millions of dollars worth of stock to be cleared at any one time, Suite
Deals offers amazing savings of up to 70% of retail price on barely
used, high quality furniture and OGs get a discount.
We would also like to thank Ben Dunn for his outstanding personal
financial contribution to the club for 2009. Ben is a former coach of
the Reserves and his support is greatly appreciated.
If you would like to become a sponsor or make a contribution,
then please call Mark Vickers-Willis on 0422 980 200. Go OGs!

In preparation for our event in August we are gathering historical
artefacts and photos spanning the 50 years the OGS have been
playing at Como. Many of these images already appear on the new
website under the gallery section. See if you can spot yourself!

NEW FACES
There has been a great retention of players from previous years, but
it has been terrific to see many new faces that are eager to play in the
blue-and-white hoops in 2009.
Whilst the list is not exhaustive, we want to welcome the following
players to the Old Geelong Football Club – Andrew Banks,
Tom Betts (returning from overseas), Simon Brown, Hamish
Burgess, Tim Carey (returning), Will Carter, Marcus Chernov,
Tristan Coles, Brent Commane, Rob Costin, Henry Cox
(returning), Joel Deppeler, Brad Dettman, Will Dungey, Darcy
UNDER 19’S
The Under 19’s are shaping up for an exciting year under new coach
Tim Hope-Johnstone (with support from Nick Betts for the first half
of the season). Tim has played a lot of senior football at OGs and has
also tasted premiership success with our Reserves side in 2007.
The Club was delighted by his keenness to take on the role and we
congratulate him on the appointment and wish him all the best for
the year ahead. Following on from the success of 2008, we have
once again entered into a partnership with Uni Blacks Football Club’s
Under 19’s side, whereby they will be providing us with top-up players
on a weekly basis.

CONFIRM CONTACT DETAILS
Over the off-season we have put significant work into updating our
database. Many contact details appear to have been out of date, so
if you haven’t sent an email to James.Legoe@ubs.com with your

The 2009 VAFA season commenced on the 18th April. Whilst last
year’s Grand Final only seems like yesterday, a new year at the
Old Geelong Football Club brings a new challenge (C Section), a
new President, a new Coach and many new recruits (see below).
However, the one thing that does remain is an overwhelming level of

We thank Michael Gretton-Watson of Ingrams and Co and his staff
for the countless hours of accounting and financial control of the OGs
affairs. Gretto and his team are the jumper sponsors for the OGs again
in 2009 and we couldn’t be more proud to be wearing their brand.

DO YOU HAVE A GREAT OGS PHOTO?

We would like to add more shots to this section and add to our historical
archives. If you have any great shots, then please send them through
to mvickerswillis@gmail.com or Peter@peregrineadventures.com
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current email address, postal address and phone number, please
do so ASAP.

Thanks to Steve Hope-Johnstone for providing the photo’s contained within this edition of the OGF&NC Newsletter.

LMA0348

There are a lot of new faces in the squad, and it has been especially
pleasing to welcome so many recent GGS leavers including Willie
Bleakley, Nick McBride, Gus McDonald, Nick O’Hare, Rob Officer,
John Forster, Sam Studd and Dom Wilton, who will strengthen the
team considerably. The importance of this side to the Club as a whole
cannot be underestimated, and it has been great to see some of last
year’s Under 19 side graduate to the senior squad for 2009.

Ellis, Tom Ellis, John Forbes, John Forster, Jack Hughes, David
Krones, Gus MacDonald, Nick Macrae, Nick McBride, Hugh
McDonald, Peter Morphett, Matt (AJ) Morris, Andrew Nadinic,
Scott Niewand, Caleb Nontapan, Colby O’Brien (returning), Ted
O’Connor, Rob Officer, Nick O’Hare, Simon O’Keefe, William
Pausewang, Al Price, George Rolleston, Nick Roper, Jarrod
Rouhan, Ben Skelton, Tim Steven, Eddie Stevens, Sam Studd,
Campbell Sutherland, Nathan Templeton, Richard Ventura,
Andy Walsh, Tom Waters (returning), Kynan West, Michael Wilkin
and Dom Wilton.
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We are going to have a big year virtually as well as actually. The
OGs have missed a serious online presence in recent times and
this is about to be remedied. With a supporter base spread far and
wide and a community that is increasingly techno-reliant for most
correspondence, we’ve invested heavily in our web presence. The
new website will feature:
• Daily and weekly updates, scores, fixtures, photos, Club history,
honour boards, voting, links to the schools, sponsors, payment
systems and much more.

SPONSORS & SUPPORTERS
• We are also launching thebloggery.com.au, a dedicated blog for
the OGs. A blog provides commentary, descriptions of events, or
other material such as graphics or video for an online community.
Those familiar with bigfooty.com.au will know what we mean.
For a taste of the look and feel of the website here are some
screen grabs to whet the appetite. For a live viewing log onto
www.oldgeelong.com.au

The OGFC is thrilled to have the support of returning and new
sponsors in 2009. We rely upon their contribution to ensure the
ongoing viability and success of Old Geelong. With running costs in
excess of $100,000 per annum, the role and support of our sponsors
is critical.
Please support our sponsors as they support us. Read below for the
businesses and individuals and use them when you can.
Bennison Mackinnon Real Estate continues as a major sponsor
of the Club – ably represented by Andrew McCann (0141 643 744),
Richard Mackinnon (0414 822 579) and Iain Carmichael (0418 850
988). All have played with the OGs and will provide any member of
the OG Community with quality service and a commission reduction.
Just let them know you are an OG Member.
The Swan Hotel and The Kingston also return as major sponsors
for 2009. The Kingston’s $12 Wednesday steak night is unrivalled for
quality and value. Both venues pour crisp beverages with exemplary
service. We are proud to have The Swan and The Kingston on board
and appreciate their support, through their owners John de Fraga,
Michael ‘Tekka’ Verge and their manager Steve Burge.
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Silvers is back! ACE Melbourne, owners of the venue formerly know
as Silvers (currently Toorak Lion) are on board as a Major sponsor
in 2009. They have big plans for 2009, moving back to a format that
brings back the spirit of Silvers. We look forward to being part of their
revival. We welcome and thank Matt Spry and the staff of ACE for
their support this year.
The Rex Gorell Group returns as a sponsor. Paul, Brett and Jason
Gorell head up the stable of car dealerships and are always incredibly
helpful and provide exceptional advice, deals and car finance to OG
members. If you’re in the market for a car, make sure you give Gorell’s
a call and let them know it’s an OGs deal. Phone 03 5222 3888.
The Oxford Lounge is an exclusive netball sponsor in 2009.
The newly opened venue in Chapel Street (above Chapellis) is a
sophisticated lounge serving high quality cocktails and drinks. The
emu-skin banquet seating suggests the lavish nature of the venue.
We appreciate the support of Rob Greenhill and all the staff. If you
are looking for a function venue give him a call on 0425 749 421.
Steve Hope-Johnstone and Galframe of Geelong have been superb
contributors to the OGs. We look forward to their continued support in
2009. For framing needs, whether they be industrial, commercial or
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The Windsor Community Bank is a new sponsor for the OGs in
2009. They are a community partner that we are thrilled to have them
onboard. The OGs receive a contribution for any referrals through
the OG network. If you need Housing loans, Personal Loans, Term
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commitment and drive from the current playing group and the equally
important support from past players, parents, friends and family of the
football Club. If the pre-season is of any indication we are certainly
in for an exciting 2009 down at Como Park and we really hope to see
you all down there at some stage throughout the season.

Hamish MacGowan of Angus the Bull continues to generously donate
his famous Angus the Bull Cabernet Sauvignon and the newly released
See Saw Sauvignon Blanc which we all enjoy at the Club and gives us
a very healthy financial return. Visit www.angusthebull.com
LM Advertising are dedicated property advertising specialists. They
have provided wonderful support already in 2009, assisting with the
design of the website, merchandise, this newsletter and our fixture
card. If you require any help or advice on property advertising, then
call Stuart Craigen or Lauren Mai on 03 9207 8800.
Emma Welsh, through Emma and Tom’s, provides and hydrates our
players with their healthy and tasty range of juices. Thank you!
Chris Mollard and Mollard Projects have provided the OGs with
some great pre-season training tops and cutting edge merchandise.
If you need some renovations or some sound advice on domestic remastering, then call Chris on 0438 771 019.
Suite Deals have again provided great support for our pre-season
training gear. Suite Deals specialise in ex-display suite furniture. With
millions of dollars worth of stock to be cleared at any one time, Suite
Deals offers amazing savings of up to 70% of retail price on barely
used, high quality furniture and OGs get a discount.
We would also like to thank Ben Dunn for his outstanding personal
financial contribution to the club for 2009. Ben is a former coach of
the Reserves and his support is greatly appreciated.
If you would like to become a sponsor or make a contribution,
then please call Mark Vickers-Willis on 0422 980 200. Go OGs!

In preparation for our event in August we are gathering historical
artefacts and photos spanning the 50 years the OGS have been
playing at Como. Many of these images already appear on the new
website under the gallery section. See if you can spot yourself!
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There has been a great retention of players from previous years, but
it has been terrific to see many new faces that are eager to play in the
blue-and-white hoops in 2009.
Whilst the list is not exhaustive, we want to welcome the following
players to the Old Geelong Football Club – Andrew Banks,
Tom Betts (returning from overseas), Simon Brown, Hamish
Burgess, Tim Carey (returning), Will Carter, Marcus Chernov,
Tristan Coles, Brent Commane, Rob Costin, Henry Cox
(returning), Joel Deppeler, Brad Dettman, Will Dungey, Darcy
UNDER 19’S
The Under 19’s are shaping up for an exciting year under new coach
Tim Hope-Johnstone (with support from Nick Betts for the first half
of the season). Tim has played a lot of senior football at OGs and has
also tasted premiership success with our Reserves side in 2007.
The Club was delighted by his keenness to take on the role and we
congratulate him on the appointment and wish him all the best for
the year ahead. Following on from the success of 2008, we have
once again entered into a partnership with Uni Blacks Football Club’s
Under 19’s side, whereby they will be providing us with top-up players
on a weekly basis.

CONFIRM CONTACT DETAILS
Over the off-season we have put significant work into updating our
database. Many contact details appear to have been out of date, so
if you haven’t sent an email to James.Legoe@ubs.com with your

The 2009 VAFA season commenced on the 18th April. Whilst last
year’s Grand Final only seems like yesterday, a new year at the
Old Geelong Football Club brings a new challenge (C Section), a
new President, a new Coach and many new recruits (see below).
However, the one thing that does remain is an overwhelming level of

We thank Michael Gretton-Watson of Ingrams and Co and his staff
for the countless hours of accounting and financial control of the OGs
affairs. Gretto and his team are the jumper sponsors for the OGs again
in 2009 and we couldn’t be more proud to be wearing their brand.

DO YOU HAVE A GREAT OGS PHOTO?

We would like to add more shots to this section and add to our historical
archives. If you have any great shots, then please send them through
to mvickerswillis@gmail.com or Peter@peregrineadventures.com
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current email address, postal address and phone number, please
do so ASAP.

Thanks to Steve Hope-Johnstone for providing the photo’s contained within this edition of the OGF&NC Newsletter.
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There are a lot of new faces in the squad, and it has been especially
pleasing to welcome so many recent GGS leavers including Willie
Bleakley, Nick McBride, Gus McDonald, Nick O’Hare, Rob Officer,
John Forster, Sam Studd and Dom Wilton, who will strengthen the
team considerably. The importance of this side to the Club as a whole
cannot be underestimated, and it has been great to see some of last
year’s Under 19 side graduate to the senior squad for 2009.

Ellis, Tom Ellis, John Forbes, John Forster, Jack Hughes, David
Krones, Gus MacDonald, Nick Macrae, Nick McBride, Hugh
McDonald, Peter Morphett, Matt (AJ) Morris, Andrew Nadinic,
Scott Niewand, Caleb Nontapan, Colby O’Brien (returning), Ted
O’Connor, Rob Officer, Nick O’Hare, Simon O’Keefe, William
Pausewang, Al Price, George Rolleston, Nick Roper, Jarrod
Rouhan, Ben Skelton, Tim Steven, Eddie Stevens, Sam Studd,
Campbell Sutherland, Nathan Templeton, Richard Ventura,
Andy Walsh, Tom Waters (returning), Kynan West, Michael Wilkin
and Dom Wilton.

